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1. INTRODUCTION 
For 0 <p < co let HP = HP@“) denote the real variables Hardy space as 
in the paper of Fefferman and Stein [ 111. Also let BMO = BMOQR”) denote 
the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation. Let (e, .)@ be the 
complex method of interpolation as defined in Calderon (41. The following 
theorem is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. (HP”, L”O)e = (Hpo, BMO), = HP, 0 <PO < 00, 0 < 8 < 1, 
I/P= (1 - wp,. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X,, be either H’ or L ’ and let X, be either Loo or 
BMO. Then (X,,,X,),=Lp, 0 < 0< 1, l/p= l-0. 
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Fefferman’s 
theorem (see [ 111) that BMO is the dual space of H’. 
Before proceeding to further results we make some comments on the 
history of Theorem 1. Unfortunately, the “theorem” (H’, Lm)e = Lp, l/p = 
1 - 0, has been folklore for many years, and is stated, e.g., in [2, 221. This is 
due to a small but inopportune typographical error in [ 111. It is stated on 
page 157 of that paper that (H’, Lp), = Lq, l/q = 1 - 8 + e/p, 1 <p < co. 
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The mistake lies in the statement 1 (p < co; the authors meant to write 
1 <p ( 00 as their methods cannot handle the case where p = 00. It is also 
proved in that paper that (Lp, BMO), = Lq, l/q = (1 - Q/p, 1 < p < co. In 
fact, this result is by duality equivalent to the result 
(H’, Lp)e = Lq, l/q = 1 - e + e/p, l<p<co. 
In a later paper Calderon and Torchinsky [6] showed (HpO, HP1)e = HP, 
l/p = (1 - 0)/p, + 6/p,, 0 < p,, < p1 < co, and also (HpO, BMO), c HP, 
l/p = (1 - 19)/p,, 0 <p,, < co. (The first result of Calderon and Torchinsky 
had been earlier proved in dimension one by Salem and Zygmund [23].) In 
order to prove Theorem 1 we need therefore only demonstrate that 
(Hpo, L”)e = HP, l/p = (1 - 8)/p,. We also remark that Theorem 1 is 
known in dimension one. Let Hi denote the class of functions in HP(R) 
which admit a holomorphic extension to the upper half plan IR: , and let HF 
denote the ring of (boundary values of) functions bounded and holomorphic 
in “it. In [ 161 the second author showed (HP,4 H,“)O = Hz,, l/p = (1 - 8)/p,, 
0 <p, < co. This result is stronger than the one-dimensional version of 
Theorem 1 of this paper. See [ 161 for details. On the other hand, the methods 
of [ 161 use function theory in a very crucial manner and so cannot be 
directly generalized to R” when it > 2. Nevertheless, some of the reasoning 
used in [ 161 can be carried over to higher dimensions; the idea behind our 
Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 comes from Section 4 of that paper. Our proof of 
Theorem 1 depends heavily upon the theory of HP atoms [5, 8, 17, 18, 261. 
It has been known for some time that there is a connection between atoms 
and interpolation; see, e.g., [ 191. Finally, we remark that the analogue of 
Theorem 1 for the real method of interpolation is known. See [ 10, 141. 
Theorem 1 has analogues for martingale HP spaces. Given an increasing 
sequence of o-fields we define the martingale HP spaces, 1 <p < co, and 
BMO as in Garsia’s book [ 131. For 0 ( p ( 1 we define HP to be the class of 
martingales whose square functions are in Lp. Other definitions of HP are 
also possible and this will be discussed in Section 3. In analogy with the 
work of Calderon and Torchinsky [6] we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. For any increasing sequence of a-Jelds, (HP”, L”O)* c 
(Hpo, BMO), C HP, 0 <p,, < CO, 0 < 0 < 1, i/p = (1 - 0)/p,,. 
With Theorem 2 in hand we use H’, BMO duality and an abstract 
argument to prove 
THEOREM 3. For any increasing sequence of a-fields, (Hpo, BMO), = HP, 
i~p,<c~,o<e<i, i/p=(i-6)/p,. 
For any general martingales it is not always the case that 
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(Hpo, BMO), = HP, l/p = (1 - 8)/p,, when p0 ( 1. We exhibit an increasing 
sequence of a-fields such that (Hpo, La)e = (Hpo, BMO),$ HP whenever 
0 <pO ( 1. (After this paper was first written our colleague Tom Wolff 
showed [27] that Theorem 3 remains valid if BMO is replaced by L” there.) 
However, for m-adic martingales we obtain an analogue of Theorem 1. (We 
say “m-adic” instead of the more commonly used “p-adic” in order to avoid 
notational confusion.) 
THEOREM 4. For m-adic martingales, (Hpo, L”O)* = (HPo, BMO), = HP, 
0 < po < 00, 0 < 8 < 1, l/p = (1 - q/p,. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X0 be either H’ or L ’ and let X, be either L* or 
BMO. Then for m-adic martingales, (X,,, X,), = Lp, 0 < 8 < 1, l/p = 1 - 8. 
Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 hold more generally if the o-fields (Xn) satisfy 
the doubling condition: 
Each ,Fn is generated by a finite partition {Q,,i} of the underlying 
probability space and there is a constant It4 such that 1 Q,,, I< M ] Qn+ , ,j 1 
whenever Q,, ,,j c Qnsi. In Garsia’s book [ 13, pp. 88-901 such o-fields are 
called “regular.” 
Theorem 4 is easier to prove than Theorem 1; it is usually the case in the 
theory of HP spaces that a martingale theorem is easier to prove than its W” 
analogue. Moreover, Theorem 4 has the pleasant consequence that the most 
interesting case of Theorem 1 ((HI, L”)@ = L”) follows from it directly. To 
see this, consider the problem of showing that a function fE Lp(IR”), 
1 < p < co, lies in (H’, Loo)O. An easy argument shows that it is sufficient to 
do this (with proper norm control) when suppfc [O, 11” and j f dx = 0. Let 
Xm be the u-field generated by the dyadic cubes lying in [0, 11” of 
edgelength 2-m. Martingales arising from this u-field are evidently 2”-adic 
and so Theorem 4 applies to them. Consequently, fG (HA, Lm), (with 
proper norm control), where HA is dyadic H’. But Hi c H’(R”) and if 
g E Hi, II gllw < C II gll,~. P-h ere are several ways to see this. One way is to 
observe that every function in HA can be written as a sum of dyadic H’ 
atoms. Each dyadic H’ atom is also an H’ atom. Another way is to notice 
that (HI)* = BMO c dyadic Bit40 = (Hi)*.) Therefore fE (H’, La), with 
proper norm control. We leave as an exercise to the reader the fact that this 
reasoning cannot be used to prove Theorem 1 when p0 < 1. For a further 
discussion of the relation between dyadic HP spaces and Hp(lR”) we refer the 
reader to the papers of Davis [9] and Garnett and Jones [ 121. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a discussion of 
the complex method of interpolation, The complex method of interpolation is 
usually defined only for Banach spaces, whereas HP is only a quasi-Banach 
space when p < 1. Evidently some explaining is in order. Section 3 is devoted 
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to general martingales. Theorems 2 and 3 are proved there and we give an 
example which shows that for general martingales it is possible to have 
(Hpo, BMO), f HP if p0 < 1. Theorem 4 is proved in Section 4 and 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 5. 
2. COMPLEX METHODS OF INTERPOLATION 
There are several possible ways of defining “the complex- interpolation 
space” and, in particular, outside the realm of Banach spaces they may 
conceivably give different results. Since, as we will see at the end of this 
section, the consideration of more than one version is advantageous in 
connection with interpolation of analytic families of operators, we will here 
study the general question. We will only treat quasi-Banach spaces (thus 
including HP). 
We base the discussion on the classical construction by Calderon [4]. For 
a couple (of Banach spaces) X0 and X, he first defined a space ST of 
analytic functions from the strip ,!?= {z: 0 < Re z < 1 } to X0 + X,. He then 
put (X0, X,), = {F(8): FE Sr}, equipped with the quotient norm. (Calderon 
also defined another interpolation method ( )e, but we will not employ that 
construction.) This construction may be used with natural definitions of the 
space of analytic function other than Calderon’s. Since there are several 
possible definitions, differing, e.g., in the conditions on the continuity at the 
boundaries, this gives conceivably different interpolation methods. Note, 
however, that it is possible for two different spaces ST to define the same 
interpolation space. For example, in the definitions below we may impose the 
condition F(z) + 0 as ]z ( + co without changing the interpolation spaces. (To 
see this, multiply by suitable scalar functions.) 
We assume that F is normed by 
IIFIIF = sup 
-w<Y<w 
LES 
(IIF(Wllxo~ IIW + iI%, IIWllx,+x,> 
(The third term is superfluous when the maximum principle applies, as in 
Calderon’s case. However, the maximum principle fails for some quasi- 
Banach spaces; cf. Peetre [20].) Thus all functions in X are bounded. Also 
and thus 
IMI x0+x1 Q IIXIl,x,.x,Ie* 
After these preliminaries we define the strong complex interpolation space 
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(X0, X,)S, by taking 5 to be the closure in the norm above of the set of 
bounded continuous functions from g to X,, +X, that have finite- 
dimensional ranges included in X, n X, and are analytic in the interior, i.e., 
functions C: Fkxk, where xk E X0 n X, and F, are bounded, continuous and 
analytic scalar functions. This is close to the definition by Riviere [2 11. For 
Banach spaces it is equivalent to Calder6n’s definition. 
We also define the weak complex interpolation space (X,,, X,): by taking 
5 to be the set of all bounded functions F such that (U, F(z)) is analytic on 
S and continuous on 3 for any U E (X,, +X,)*. Clearly the weak inter- 
polation spaces contain the strong ones. The inclusion may be strict in the 
rather trivial case when (X,, +X1)* = {0} (e.g., X0 = LpO, X, = Lpl, p0 < 1, 
p, < co), (X0, X,)w =X0 +X,. It is an open question whether the weak and 
the strong spaces always coincide for Banach spaces X0 and X,, but we can 
prove this equality in many cases, e.g., when one of the spaces X0 or X, is 
separable or when one of them contains the other. 
For the HP-spaces studied in this paper both methods may be used except 
in Theorem 2, where the strong one is needed. For R” the construction in 
Section 5 together with the result by Calder6n and Torchinsky [6] show that 
HP c (Hpo, L”); c (H pO, L”O)r c Hp. (In fact, it suffices to use test functions 
U in the definition of (HP”, L”O)z.) The same is true for m-adic martingales 
by Sections 3 and 4. However, for general sequences of a-fields the dual of 
HP may be too small to allow the weak method in Theorem 2. (E.g., take ST, 
to be the Bore1 a-field on (0, 1) for all n. Then HP = Lp(O, 1). Both the 
strong and the weak methods are interpolation functors; i.e., if T is a linear 
operator from X0 +X, to Y,, + Y, which is bounded from X,, to Y,, and from 
X, to Y,, then T is bounded from (X,,, X,), to (Y,,, Y,), [2]. The reason for 
introducing the weak interpolation spaces is the following abstract version of 
the Stein interpolation theorem [24]. Let A(S) be the algebra of (complex- 
valued) bounded, continuous functions on ,!? that are analytic on S. 
THEOREM 0. Let T,, z E % be a family of linear operators from X,, n X, 
to Y, + Y, such that (U, T,x) E A(S) for any x E X,,n X, and 
UE (Yo + YJ* and su~(ll Ti~Ilxo.YO, 1) T,+i,ll,,,y,) < 00. Assume further that 
either the maximum principle holds for Y0 + Y, in the weak version 
sup IIJ’(x)ll yO+ ,,, < C sup(l)l;(it)ll,O, 11 F( 1 + it)/ y,) for all functions F from S to 
Y, + Y, such that (U, F(x))EA(S) for UE (Y,, + Y,)*, or that 
sup IITzlIxo+x,.~o+~, < 00. Then T maps (X0, X,)S, continuously into 
(YO,Y,);Y if whenever xEX,nX,, x=F(B) for some F=C:F,x, with 
&EA(fG xkExonxl? and llFlL4 CIl~ll~~~.~,~~. 
Proof Let jrs and Sr” be the spaces of analytic functions used in the 
definitions of (X0, X,)S, and (Y,, Y$, respectively. Let F = c Fkxk, 
F, E A(S), xk E X0 n X,. Then (U, T,F(x)) = C Fk(z)(U, Trxk) E A(S) for 
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U E (Y, + Y,)*. Hence T,E;(z) EST’+ and ]] T,F(],,< C ]IF]lsS. By 
continuity this is true for any FE Sr’. 
Remarks. 1. The boundedness conditions may be relaxed to 
“admissible growth” [24]. (Multiply by suitable scalar functions.) 
2. For couples of HP-spaces (and BMO) this maximum principle 
holds, and it suffices to take U to be test functions. This follows from [6, 
Theorem 3.11. 
3. The maximum principle holds in Banach spaces. 
The same proof shows that for any space R(YO, Y,) which is complete and 
an A(S)-module, T, maps (X0, X,)S, boundedly into the corresponding space 
(Yo, Y,g, if {T,) ’ b is oun e as above and T,xEX for any xEX,nX,. d d 
With sufficiently strong conditions on {T,} we thus obtain T,: (X,, , X,)S, -+ 
(YO, Yl)i, but the conditions are awkward for applications. An interpolation 
method between the strong and weak ones is obtained by taking jr as ST” 
with the extra condition that F(it) be continuous in Y,, and F( 1 + it) in Y, . 
For Banach spaces this gives the same interpolation space as the strong 
method. Hence we may strengthen the conclusion of the theorem above to 
TO: (X0, X,)S, + (YO, Y,); for Banach spaces Y,,, Y,, if T,x satisfies this 
extra continuity condition. 
3. GENERAL MARTINGALES 
In this section we study martingales with respect to a fixed, increasing 
sequence {Xn} F of a-fields on some probability space (J2, X, P). For a 
martingale {f,}? we define f * = sup” ] f,l, Af, =f, -f,- 1 (where f, = 0), 
and S,, = (2: ] Afk12)1/2. The spaces HP, 0 < p < co, and BMO are defined 
to consist of all martingales such that the norms (quasi-norms for p < 1) 
Ilf IL,,, = II S,, IL ad Ilf ILO = sup, ILWf, I s’,IlLC are finite. For 
1 <p(m Hp=Lp(Ll,Ya,P) and for lgp<co, HP={{fn}:f*ELP}. 
See [ 131 for details. For p < 1 the last equality holds, e.g., for m-adic 
martingales but not in general [3]. 
Thus our definition of HP is not the only reasonable one for p < 1. One 
alternative definition would be f * E Lp; others have been proposed by Herz 
[ 151. For m-adic martingales all of these definitions agree. Furthermore, we 
give at the end of this section an example which shows that Theorem 4 is 
false for general martingales, and this example is equally valid for all of the 
above mentioned definitions of Hp. Therefore we will use only the definition 
Ilf IL = II s1, IL’ 
The following proof is patterned after the proof for R” in [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let f(z) = { f,(z, w)} be an analytic family of 
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martingales such that Ilf(it&,, < 1 and Ilf(l + it)l(,,o < 1. More precisely, 
we assume thatf(z) satisfies one of two conditions. Firstly, we could assume 
that f(Z) = ch(Z> gk f or some scalar functions fk E A(S) and martingales 
g,, where the sum is finite. The argument given below plus a limiting 
argument then show that the strong interpolation space (Hpo, BMO)S, c Hp. 
Secondly, we could assume that the o-fields fla are generated by countable 
partitions of Q. In this case we only have to assume that fE ST”, and we 
will obtain the stronger conclusion (Hpo, BMO),W c Hp. If either of the two 
above cases holds, it is not hard to check that for every w  E R, log SnN(z, w) 
is a continuous subharmonic function of z E % We leave the verification of 
this fact to the reader. 
First assume that p > I. Choose r < min(l,p,). For some positive 
measures ,u,, and ,u, with mass one (the Poisson kernel for the strip), 
r log S,,(& w) < j* r log S,&, w)(l - 0) d&,(f) 
-m 
r log S,,(l + if, w)Bdp,(t). 
By Jensen’s inequality, 
&de, W) < jm SyNVe”‘r<it, w) dp,(t) Irn Szk(l + if, w) dp,(t). (3.1) 
-cc -co 
Letting N+ co and invoking Holder’s inequality, (3.1) yields 
E(Si,(O) 1 ST,) <E 
N 
,f S!&e”(it, w) dpo 
SL,(l + it, w) dp, 
I 1) 
e 
Fm 
I 1) 
i-e 
S&h% w> ho Sm 
e 
X E(S’,,(l + it, w) I K) dcr, 
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1-e 
= M(w)‘-~ a.s., (3.2) 
say, since 
E(S;,( 1 + it, w) ) FJ Q E(Si,( 1 + it, w) I FJr” 
< Ilf(l + imwfo 
( 1 a.s. 
M(w) is the martingale maximal function of I S;,(it, w) &,. .Consequently, 
E(M(w)“““) < CE 
pdr 
= C Ilf(it>ll~o & I 
< c. (3.3) 
Let n(w) = inf(n: S&B, w) < 21”M(w)(1-e)“} and let vn =Z(n(w) > n) = 
Z(S;,(e, w) > 244(w)-‘). By (3.2), 
Thus P(n(w) > n (FJ = E(y,l.YJ < l/2 a.s. on {E(S;,(t3) IST,) > 0). 
Since I~f,l’=~~l~~I’lSr,)~~~~~,~~~IST,~, Af,=O a.s. on 
{E&,,(0) I Sr;;) = O}. Consequently, ( Af, ) Q 2 I Af, I P@(w) < n ) ST,) a.s. 
Now let q be the exponent conjugate to p. If ( E Lq, 
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G wL,w,cow &u,,(f)) 
< 2E(S,,(4) 294(w)‘‘-@“) 
< C II~~m~9>ll~s~~~~~~~1-e~p”~1’p 
the last inequality following from (3.3). Consequently, f(0) E Lp = Hp. 
If p < 1, we conclude from the first case that I] S,,( 1 -p,,/2 + it)llL2 < C. 
An argument similar to (3.2) then gives E(Sf,(B)) < C, i.e.,f(e) E Hp. (This 
argument shows that (Hpo, HP’)@ c HP, l/p = (l/p,)( 1 - 19) + (l/p,)&) 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We are now dealing with Banach spaces. By the 
reiteration theorem it suffkes to prove the result for p0 = 1. By the duality 
theorem and Theorem 2, HP = Hq* c (H’, B&to),*_, = (BMO, H’),$ = 
@MO*, H1*)e = @MO*, BMO)e. IffE BMO (which is dense in H’) it has 
the same norm in (BMO*, BMO)‘, (BMO*, BMO), and (H’, BMO), 
(Bergh [ 1 I). By the inclusion above and Theorem 2, this norm is equivalent 
to IV lltfm and the theorem follows. 
In the next section we shall extend Theorem 2 to p,, < 1 for m-adic 
martingales. In general this is not possible. 
EXAMPLE. Let A, and B,, k = 1,2 ,..., be disjoint subsets of a probability 
space such that P(A,) = 4-k and P(B,) = 2-k - 4-k. Let 5 = {d, 0) and 
let 4 and s7; =ss;I = .a. be the u-fields generated by {A,U Bk} and 
{Ak} U {Bk}, respectively. We may identify martingales with functions that 
are constant on the sets A, and B,. Notice that Bit40 = La in this example. 
Let p,, < 1 < p < co, 1 - 0 = pO/p, and let f(z) be as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. Let gk(z) and hk(z) be the values off(z) on A, and B,. These are 
analytic functions. Furthermore, Edf(z) I.&) = 2 -“g,(z) + (1 - 2 -k) hk(z) 
on A, U B,. If Re z = 0, then ]]f(~)]],,~~ < 1 and 
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Therefore 1 g,(it)l < C2k”+ l’p~). Since 1 gk( 1 + it)1 < C Ilf(l + it)llBMo < C, 
interpolation yields I gk(0)l < C2k”-e)c1 “&J and 
Hence f(0) cannot be an arbitrary function in HP = Lp and 
(Hpo, BMO),$ Hp. 
4. REGULAR MARTINGALES 
We assume that {Kn} satisfies the doubling condition stated in the 
introduction. In this section the letter Q and the word cube are used for sets 
Q,,i in the partition defining Yn. For any cube Q= Q,,i E Yn, the unique 
cube Q, _ I ,i E ;T, _ 1 containing Q will be denoted Q and called the double of 
Q- 
Let fE HP with norm 1. In this section we construct a function G, from s 
to a finite-dimensional subspace of HP0 n L”. G, is analytic and II GitllHPo, 
II Gl+itllLm, II G,IIH~o+Lm < C and II Go -flL,P < l/2. From this 
HP c (H’o, L”O)S, follows by iteration and, because of Theorem 2, Theorem 4 
follows. 
We construct the function G, using a particular atomic decomposition of 
f = {f,). Since fi E HP0 n L”‘, we may assume that f, = 0. We start by 
approximating f by F =f,, where N is so large that Ilf- FllHp < l/4. Notice 
that F* <f *. 
Step 1 
We construct an atomic decomposition using an argument similar to 
stopping times. (However, we peek into the future.) 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a finite collection of cubes {Q,} and there are 
functions aj supported on Qj such that F = 2 aj. Also, there are integers 
m(j) such that 
c 2pm(i) 1 Q,l < C; (4.1) 
if Qk c Qj and k # j, then m(k) > m(j); (4.2) 
ogQ, IQkI < 2lQjl; (4.3 ) 
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(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. We will construct the cubes and functions as doubly indexed 
families. A rearrangement then yields the stated conclusion. Let fi,,, = 
(w: F* > 2”). 
At stage one let Q: = fz and let m(l, 1) be the smallest integer such that 
IQ rn(l,U < VM h w  ere M is the constant in the doubling property. Let D, 
be the set of all cubes included in a,,,,,, r). 
At stage two, select the maximal cubes from D,, double each one of them, 
and let W, = {Qj} be the resulting set, i.e., W, = {Q: Q is maximal in D, 1. 
For each cube QfE W, let m(2,j) be the smallest integer such that 
IQi2nflm(,,j, I < (1/2M) IQjl. Let 
D* = U {Q: Q c QT n fi,(,,jl}* 
Q?eW2 
At stage three we define W, = {Q,“} = {Q: Q is maximal in D2}. We 
proceed by induction and form collections D, , W, ,... . We may terminate at 
the Nth stage (IV as in the definition of F). The sought collection of cubes is 
IJ Wi= {Qj}, where W, = {Q:}. Any cube Qj’l E wi+, is a subcube of 
exactly one cube, Qi, say, in w!. By construction Qj” is the double of a 
maximal cube Q; in Di. Thus I Qj’ ’ n R m(i,k) I 2 I Qj I > (l/M) I Qi” I. BY the 
definition of 111, m(i + 1,j) > m(i, k), which gives (4.2). Keeping Qh fixed we 
see that Q: n SZmuk, is the disjoint union of these cubes Qj’ for Qj” c Qf, 
and 
Inequality (4.3) now follows by induction. By the definition of m&j), 
IQjnQ m(i,jd 2 (VW Q:. S ince cubes Qj with the same value of m(i,j) 
are disjoint by (4.2), 
< 2Mc 2Pm IQ,,-,I 
m 
= 214 c 2pmxnm-l I m 
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<c cl-“)” I 
= c. 
Finally, we construct the atoms. Let F(Q) denote (l/Q) i, F. For each 
cube Qj we define 
+9 = F(Q:’ ‘I- F(Q:) wEQ?lcQf 
= F(w) - F(Qj) wEQj UQf” 
\ k 
=o we Qj. 
Then I a: = 0 and F = 2 a;. To prove bound (4.4), note that each Q:” 
contained in Q’, as well as Qj itself, contains points not belonging to fl,(i, j,. 
Thus ] F(Q:+ $1, ) F(Q;)I < 2m(rT’). Similarly, w  @ lJk Q:’ i implies that 
w  @ U am(i,j) and ] F(w)1 < 2mcivi). 
Step 2 
We now jiggle the atoms uj to prevent them from clustering at certain 
points. The idea of doing this comes from Carleson [7]. Let A be a large 
integer whose value will be fixed later and put Ej = (w E Qj: 
CQkc Qj ~~$4 2 L I. Since II C gkcpjxp,(411r.~ G 2 I Q,I by (4.3), 
lE,l C;lQ,l- (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.2. iI xjXQ,w,iltm < 1. 
ProoJ: Otherwise there is a point w  and cubes Q, . . . Q, such that 
w  E fJt(Q,\E,). We may assume that Q, is the largest of these cubes. Then 
Q, c Q,, 1 Q j Q A, and thus Cpkcp,xak(w) > A, i.e., w  E E,. This is a con- 
tradiction. 
I& bj = (aj + C/I xQ,\c,P where cj = (l/] Q,\E,I) I, uj are constants chosen 
;;ch&hat J bj = 0. From (4.4) and (3.6), ]c,] Q <C/A) 2mci) and ]] bjIfL, < 
LEMMA 4.3. ]]f-- ,JJ b,llHp < l/2. 
ProoJ The proof is divided into two cases. 
Case I. l<p<oo. 
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At any point the non-zero terms of 2 2”‘j’xEj form a subsequence of a 
geometric series. Thus the sum is less than twice the largest term and 
( /y 2m(j’&,(P < 2” c 2pm(J& . Thus I( C 2m(i)~Ejll”L’ < ( 2’ 2 2Pm9Ej = 
2” 2 2pm’n 1 Ejl < (C,lA) 2 ipm(j) 1 Qjl < C,/L Similarly 
IIC 2m’J’~ajll& < C,. The conclusion now follows if L is large enough. 
Case II. p Q 1. Since 
the lemma will follow from the estimate 
which follows from the fact that a, - bj is supported on Qj, 
I aj - bj = 0 
and 
IJaj - bjllu < IIaj~~,ll~z + IIc,x~,\E,IIP Q C2mci’ (lEj11’2 ++lQjlli2) 
Step 3 
We now define the function G, by 
Gz=CP m(.O(p(l--r)h-1)) bje 
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G, clearly is holomorphic and bounded on S, and 
If Rez= 1, 
by Lemma 4.2. Let us now assume that p,, < 1. Then if Re z = 0, 
using (4.1). The case p,, > 1 is similar, but we omit the details since the 
theorem is classical in this case. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Select p,, , p, 8 satisfying, p. < 1, 0 < p,, < p < co and l/p = (1 - 0)/p, and 
select fE HP with norm ]]f]lHP = 1. In this section we construct a function G, 
defined on the strip S = {0 < Re z < 1). G, takes values in a finite- 
dimensional subspace of HP0 n L m and is holomorphic and bounded on S. 
G, also satisfies 
sup II G, + it IL G CT 
lER 
II Go -fllw < l/2. 
Once the function G, is constructed, Theorem 1 follows from an easy 
iteration argument which we leave to the reader. The construction of the 
function G, depends heavily on the theory of atoms [8, 171, though this 
could be avoided when p. > 1 by looking at dyadic martingales on IR” and 
using the results of Sections 2 and 3. A function a is an Z-P atom if a is 
supported on a cube Q, ]I a]lLm < ] Q]-“q, and 
I x”a dx = 0, I al <a(q)* 
Here x” is a monomial in xi ,..., x,, i.e., x” = x71 ... x$* and I a] = 
a1 + . s. + a,, . The numbers a(q) are decreasing in q and are picked so as to 
guarantee that I] a ]lH4 Q C, for every H* atom. Consequently, every Hq atom 
a is also an H’ atom (apart from normalization) and ]]a]lH, Q 
C,,, Ilall, lQll”-l’q as long as T > q. The following theorem is due to 
Coifman [8] for IR and Latter [ 171 for IR”. Other proofs can be found in [5, 
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18, 261; the proof given in [ 18 ] will be found particularly digestible by those 
readers comfortable with the grand maximal function of Fefferman and Stein 
[111* 
THEOREM A. Suppose 0 < q < 1 and suppose f E Hq. Then there are 
complex numbers Ai and Hq atoms a, such that f = JJ Aiai and 
The converse to Theorem A is trivial and can easily be proved by the reader. 
We will need a slightly stronger version of Theorem A which is in fact the 
version proved (but not stated) in some of the published proofs of 
Theorem A. Before stating this refinement we will need to introduce some 
notation. 
The symbol Q will always denote some cube in R” with sides parallel to 
the coordinate axes, and for 1 > 0, LQ denotes the cube with the same center 
as Q and with I(AQ) = Al(Q), where l(Q) is the sidelength of Q. For a 
tempered distribution f on I?” let f* denote the grand maximal function of 
Fefferman and Stein [ 111. For fE Hq let 0, = {f* > 2k}. Since flk is open 
and 0, f R”, 
QTcR, is 
R, admits a Whitney decomposition, R, = lJj Q,“. Each 
a dyadic cube and 17/16Qjk z @ c R,. Furthermore, 
IICjx&m < C. See chapter VI of [25] for a construction of the Whitney 
decomposition. The following theorem is the refinement of Theorem A that 
we will use. 
THEOREM B. Suppose 0 < p,, < p < co and suppose f E Hp. Then 
f = ,Yk,j a:, where the a; satisfy the following: 
a; is supported on Qj” c fik ; (5.1) 
(5.2) 
and 
I xaaT dx = 0, I aI < 4pJ. (5.3) 
Furthermore, the sum JJ k,j aj” converges unconditionally in Hp. 
Theorem B is not stated as such anywhere in the literature, but it follows 
from the results of [5, 17, 181. Given f E HP, those papers show how to 
decomposefinto a sum of HP0 atoms and the constructions used work for all 
values 0 <p,, <p < co. The reason that Theorem B is not stated in those 
papers is that the converse statement is false when p > 1. In other words, if 
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p > 1 there are sequences {a,} of HP atoms and {A,} of real numbers such 
that C /,$I” < co but C$zj& Hp. Notice that the final assertion of 
Theorem B follows from (5.2) and the fact that CF= --m 2kxn, E Lp. 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. The idea is to use 
Theorem B in combination with a stopping time argument similar to that 
used in the martingale case. We now fixfE HP with llfllHP = 1. 
Step 1 
Write f = C UT as in Theorem B. Our first step is to rearrange this sum. 
First, however, we throw a piece of this sum away. Since 2 a; converges 
unconditionally, there is a positive integer N, whose value we now fix, such 
that IIf- JJp=-,,, CjaTIIHI) < l/4. Thus we need only show that 
CpzeN xi aJ” E FE (Hpo, La))e with proper control of norm. We are now 
ready to perform a stopping time argument. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let F be as above. There is a subcollection {Q,} of the 
cubes { Qj: k > -N, j E Z } and there are functions aj supported on Qj such 
that F = C aj. For each index j there is an integer m(j) such that 
c 2pm(') lQjl < Cp; 
if Qk c Qj and k fj then m(k) > m(j) and Qk$ Qj; 
,g,, IQkI C2IQjI; 
ll~jll~U2 < CP~~~“‘; 
I 
xOaj dx = 0, I al < a( 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
if A is any finite set of indices, then for every x there exists 
j(x) E A such that C/E* I a,(x)\ < CPo2mcicx”~~,,,,(~). w9 
ProoJ: As previously, Q,” always denotes a Whitney cube in Rk. We will 
inductively define a sequence IV, = {R:} of subcollections of { Qf: k > -N, 
j E Z} and corresponding functions Ai and integers m(t, s). The sought 
collection is obtained by rearranging U IV, into a sequence. Notice that if Q,” 
is a Whitney cube in ak, then there is a Whitney cube Qk-’ in fink-i such 
that Q,” 5 Qi-‘. Thus if the interiors of two Whitney cubes Qf and Q,! are 
not disjoint, either k > 1 and Qf c Qj, k > I and Qj c Qf, or k = 1 and i = j. 
At stage one let IV,= {R:} = {QJrN:jE Z}. If k> -N then QicRi for 
some cube R: E W, . For each cube Ri E W, let m( 1, s) be the smallest 
integer such that I Rf n f2,,,(,,s) I < l/2 IRi I. Since f E HP such an integer 
exists and necessarily m(l,s) > -N. Then JR~nQ,,,,,,-,I > l/2 IRfl. Let 
S(R:) = {Q,” G R,‘: -N Q k < m( 1, s)} and let S, = (J, S(R:). The collection 
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of cubes not put in S, is D, = {Q,“: k > --N}\S,. At stage two let W, = {R:} 
be the collection of all maximal cubes in D,. (A cube Q: E D, is maximal if 
whenever Qf E D, is such that the interiors of Q: and Qf are not disjoint then 
k < 1, whence Qf c Q:.) For each cube R: E W, let m(2, s) be the smallest 
integer such that IRfnLl,,,,,,( < l/2 IRfl. Then IR~C7f2~c2,sjp,/ > l/2 IRf/. 
Let S(R:) = {Qj” g R:: Qj” E D,, k ( m(2, s)} and let S, = U, S(Rz). Also 
put D, = {Q,“: k > -N}\{S, U S,} = D,\S, and put W, = {R:} = {QT E D,: 
Q,” is maximal} = Us{Qjm(2~s): QjmCzVs) c Ri}. 
Using step two as a model we proceed by induction to form collections of 
cubes W, = {RI}, W, = {R:} ,..., S, = U, S(Rz), S, = u, S(R:) ,..., and D, = 
D,\S, , D, = D,\S, ,... . These collections have the property that U, S, = 
{Q,“: k > -N} and every cube Qj” is contained in exactly one S(R:) if 
k > -N. For each cube Rf E W, there is an integer m(t, s) such that S(R:) = 
{Q~~GR$Q~~ED,-,, k<m(t,s)} and 
IKnQm,Ls,I < l/2 IKL (5.10) 
IR:f-ll2 rn(t,s~-~l 2 l/2 IR:I- (5.11) 
An immediate consequence of (5.10) is 
R,& IR:+‘I < l/2 IRfl, R;E W,, t> 1. (5.12) 
s I 
For each Rf E W, put Aj = CPkESCRf, a;. Then F = 2 Ai and since each 
function a! is supported on @, A<is supported on l?f . By condition (5.2), 
m(t,s) 
llAfllLm < c,, c 2’ 4 CP,,~~(~‘~) 
k=-N 
(5.13) 
and by condition (5.3), 
1 x”A:dx=O, IQ I < 4Pd (5.14) 
Suppose B is a finite subset of Z2 and let m(x) = max{m(t, s): (t, s) E B, 
x E R”f}. Then by condition (5.2), 
< 2 Cp02k = Cp02m(X’. 
k=-cc 
We now rewrite the sum C Af as C aj, Then (5.5) follows from the 
construction of W,, (5.6) follows from (5.12) and an iteration argument, 
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(5.7) is (5.13), (5.8) is (5.14), and (5.9) is (5.15). Finally, since cubes R: 
with the same value of m(t, s) have disjoint interiors, (5.11) yields 
c 2pm(tqs) ) R:l < 2 c 2Pm Rfnfh?l-,I 
t,s m 
= 2 
I 
c 2pmXnm-, dx 
m 
<C, /j-*IPdx=Cp. 
I 
This is (5.4) and the lemma is completely proved. 
Step 2 
We now take F = C a, as in the statement of Lemma 4.1 and jiggle the 
functions a,. For each cube Qj let J(Qj) = { Qk c 5Qj: 1 Qkl < I Qjl }. Then by 
condition (5.6), 
Let L > 0 be a large integer whose value will be fixed later and put 
By condition (5.16), 
lEjl <+e,l. (5.17) 
LEMMA 5.2. (I CjX~,~,ll~m < 3”J* 
Proof: For each integer m there are at most 3” cubes Q, such that ~j 
contains a given point x and such that l(Q,) = 2”. Consequently, if the 
lemma is false there are cubes Q,, Q2,..., Q, such that r(Qr) < Z(Q2) < --a < 
l(Q,) and such that there is a point x E n,“=,{(?j\Ej}. But then Qj c 5QA, 
1 <j < 1, and consequently 
i.e., x E EA. This is a contradiction. 
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We now jiggle the functions aj to make them have support on Qj\E,. The 
idea of doing this comes from Carleson [7]. Let &j= ajxajEj. Then by (5.7) 
(5.8), and (5.17), 
(x - xj)” tij dx < CDo2m(j’ 2 ‘;2n ___ I Qjl zCQj>'a', a < a(p,J. (5.18) 
Here xi denotes the center of Qj. 
LEMMA 5.3. There is a polynomial Pj such that 
I xa(Cj - Pi XQ,w,) dx = 0, Ial G a(p0). 
ProoJ Inequality (5.18) and a scaling argument show that it is sufficient 
to prove the lemma for the case where Qj = [0, 11” E Q and m(j) = 0. An 
elementary finite-dimensional Hilbert space argument shows that if to every 
multi-index CI, ]a] < a(p,,), there is an associated complex number p, 
satisfying I/3,] < 1, then there is a polynomial P of degree <a(p,) such that 
IIPII Lm(Q) < c,, and 
I xaPdx=p,, I4 G &d- (5.19) Q 
Let p, = J” x”a; du, ] aI < a(pJ and let P, be the polynomial satisfying 
(5.19). Then by (5.18), ]] PoIILmca, < CpJA, Let T, = P,xpF, where E = Ej is 
the set deleted from Qj = Q. Then by (5.17), 
II x-(4-T,)dx/= l/~x”p,dxI<(C&)‘, IalGa( 
An iteration argument now shows that if I is large enough there is a 
polynomial P such that lIPI/ Lm(Q, Q C,/A and XV - PxQp) do = 0, I a I < 
a(p,,). The lemma is proved. 
Now put bj = &j - Pjxaiwi. Then bi is supported on oj\Ej, 
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and 
s x”b, dx = 0, Ial4 4PiJ 
LEMMA 5.4. Ilf- 2 bjllHP ( l/2. 
Proof: The proof is divided into two cases. 
Case I. 1 <p < 00. Since F = C aj, 
~llf-FlL~+ Caj-Cbj II 
< l/4 + C, II C aj - C bj II 
< l/4+ C, Ca.x 11 1 E,(lLp + ‘P llz p/xa,bjIILp 
Almost every x belongs to only finitely many Ej, and thus by (5.9), 
12 uj(x) xE,(x)( < Cp02m(‘(X)), where x E Ej(,, . Consequently, 
c $(X)X,,(X) p < C~02Pm(j(X))XEj,x,(X) 
and 
= C& c 2pm(‘) 1 Ejl 
Q Cp,po3, - ’ c 2pm(j) 1 Q,l 
< cp,,J-~ 
by (5.17) and (5.4). Similarly 
2 2*“‘Xp,(x) Q 2 * 2m(‘(*))Xp,(X,(X) 
for almost all x and 
lz2”“‘xa,II~2p~2’““‘x,. 
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Consequently, 
c2 pm(j)xQj dx Q Cp,poA -p. 
Thus if I is large enough, the proof for Case I is established. 
Case II. p < 1. Since 
IIf-bjII”HI,~IIf-Fll”,+ F-Cbj ’ /I II HP 
and since Ilf- Fll&, Q ( 1/4)p, we need only show that I\ F - C bill& < 
(1/2)p - (1/4)p if I is large enough. We first establish the estimate 
lluj - bjll& < Cp,,IZ-p’22pm(j’ I Qjl. (5.20) 
This estimate follows easily from the fact that uj - bj is supported on oj, 
I x”(uj - bj) dx = 0, Ial G a(Po)v 
and 
IIaj- b/IlLz G IIajXE,IL2 + IIf’jXp,ILz 
< c~~~‘“(‘)(~Q~I/A)~‘~ + Cpo2m(j112--1 (Qjl”‘* 
The last inequality above follows from (5.17) and Lemma 5.3. Now by (5.4) 
and (5.20), 
IIF--C b4/:p & C II aj - bill”, 
,< CpoA -p’2 c 2pm(j) ( Qjl 
< cp,pon -pf2 
< (1/2)p - (1/4)P, 
if 1 is large enough. The proof for Case II is established. 
Step 3 
To establish Theorem 1, we need only show that C bj E (Hpo, L”‘),. Since 
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the sum C bj converges in HP norm, we may now assume that this sum is 
finite. Let a(z) =p(( 1 - z)/p,,) - 1 and let 
G, = 2 (2m(9a(L) bj. 
Then since there are only a finite number of functions bj, 11 GZj(HPO + 
11 GrlJLm < A4 for all z in the strip S, where M is some large number. When 
Rez= 1 we have 
by Lemma 4.2. Let us now assume that p. Q 1 since the theorem is known 
for p. > 1 (and follows from our proof for p. = 1 by interpolation). Then if 
Rez=O. 
the last inequality following from (5.4). Since G, = c bj, the proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. 
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